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Summer snow surface water isotope variability
driven by vapor-snow exchange
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Observed variability in summer surface snow isotopic composition (∂18O, ∂D) cannot solely be explained by
precipitation events. This variability, however, influences the overall summer isotope signal that is archived
in ice cores. It is important to identify and quantify the impact of all signal formation processes contributing
to the snow isotopic composition to ensure an optimal interpretation of ice core isotope records. Through
a combination of laboratory experiments and in-situ observations from the Greenland Ice Sheet the evi-
dence of isotopic fractionation during snow sublimation has been demonstrated. However, the impact of
post-depositional processes influencing the surface snow isotope signal before it gets buried remains unquan-
tified to-date. Here we show that the continuous exchange of humidity between the atmosphere and the
snow surface through sublimation and deposition is a driver for the summer surface isotope variability. By
comparing modeled against in-situ observed surface isotope variability, we demonstrate that fractionation-
including vapor-snow exchange can explain 52% of the ∂D day-to-day variability and 35% of the variability
observed in snow ∂18O. Further, we document substantial isotopic enrichment in the uppermost centimeters
of snow induced by sublimation which suggests a vapor-exchange-induced warm-bias in the buried summer
isotope signal. Our results lead to an improved process understanding and necessitate the implementation of
fractionation during the sublimation process in isotope-enabled climate models.
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